KLA-Tencor is Hiring MSC/PHD Student to Advanced Development Team

Description

- AD group is looking for a Talented young researcher (MSC/PHD student) to participate in Next Generation Concept and Feasibility Studies. The position includes performance of theoretical studies and simulations.
- Advanced Development Group is focused on research and development of the next-generation innovative solutions for the Semiconductor World. Fields of interest – Light-matter interaction, Scatterometry, Optics, Light source detectors, Advanced Algorithms and more.

Requirements

- Graduate student in Physics/Electrical Engineering/related fields.
- Strong analytical capabilities.
- Strong data analysis capabilities.
- Good programming skills (Matlab/Python/C/C++/Fortran)Available for 20 hours weekly

https://klafb.hunterhrms.com - קseo ליד המישהות המקוון – הוגשת מועמדות מקוון בלבד
Academic@kla-tencor.com - כתובת למשולח מייל